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on their side> while the Liberals were driven to defending the
King's right to choose any ministers he wished. "Alone the
King wills, acts, has the right to will and to act/' ^The theo-
retical champion of absolute monarchy was to be in practice
but the agent of the vengeance of the emigres^ the titular head
of a violent counter-revolutionary movement.
This contradiction between fundamental principles and a
policy of expediency appeared yet more clearly over the suffrage
controversy. Realizing in 1815 that public opinion was for the
present on their side, the Ultras demanded two measures that
were really the negation of their normal position. The original
scheme had been for a renewal of the Chamber by one-fifth
every year: the Ultras now demanded a five years' mandate,
so as to preserve for that period of time a majority which they
knew to be precarious. They went further, and demanded an
extension of the suffrage by a lowering of the minimum tax
necessary for qualification—largely on the not altogether wrong
idea that the now disfranchised peasant would be more amen-
able to ultra-conservative opinion than a middle class who
might easily incline to " moderate " views. (This implied, of
course, the final abandonment of any scheme for the return
to the original owners of land confiscated during their exile;
but this had soon been realized by all to be inevitable, and all
they persisted in claiming was a preposterously heavy financial
compensation that would have made France a virtually bankrupt
country.)
Both the above schemes, though passed by the Chamber,
were rejected by King and Cabinet, but it is little wonder that
the moderate or constitutional Royalists were full of complaints
against the " troublesome spirits " who breathed nothing but
violence and revolution and crippled all efforts at a sane settle-
ment of an incredibly difficult situation. It was, in fact, to those
moderates that the Ultras directed the bitterest opposition.
Liberals were foes, of course, but at any rate honest outside
foes, and not nearly so dangerous to the true cause as those
lukewarm Royalists who paid lip-service to Royal authority but
in practice helpedjp build up a system resting on its negation
1 Charlety, Histoire contentforaine, voL iv., p. 96,' 	
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